
Vadim Frolenko

Over 500 000 words 
translated

Hi, my name is Vadim Frolenko. I am an English to Russian 
native speaking translator. My specialities are localization, 
translation of legal texts and marketing materials. 

Achievements

Happy clients:  
ABBYY, BMW, L'occitane, 

Salomon, Armani

I currently work 
as a localizer/editor/

proofreader for one of the 
leading web-search companies

I've translated 
business-related books. 

Total amount of pages is 570

I wrote articles on legal topics 
for the Association of European 
Businesses Quarterly magazine

>
500 000

Why clients with high requests 
to quality work with me

One Source For All Linguistic 
Services:
For larger projects I work with a team 
consisting of professional Russian native 
speaking translators, copywriters, 
proofreaders and designers.

Need An Urgent Update? 
You Can Rely On Me
I do not mind urgent updates or small 
requests because I understand that apps, 
websites, legal documents or marketing 
materials sometimes need immediate 
change. I'll provide you with swift response 
and �x your problem ASAP.

Thorough Research On The Topic
Before translation I meticulously familiarize 
myself with a given project to provide 
consistent and clear style.

Cultural Adaptation
I reside in Moscow and Russian is my native 
and beloved language. I see the picture 
inside out and can provide you with clear, 
concise and understandable texts that 
sound natural and consider all Russian 
cultural background. Whatever your 
message is, it will be heard.

Attention To Technical Issues
Your code, tags, placeholders and links will 
be preserved unchanged and all terms will 
be translated in accordance with a given 
glossary. Correct translation of every button 
and element of UI or website is a matter of 
top priority.
I am ready to learn any new software and 
handle any online localization platform.

vadim.frolenko@gmail.com

+7 903 198 62 18

Vadim Frolenko

vadimfrolenko

My Instruments

I am able to work with 
localization platforms

Education

Lawyer
State Academic University for Humanitarian 
Sciences (Moscow)
2008

Magister
University of Muenster (Germany)
2008

Memberships
Certified Pro at ProZ.com
Member of UTR – Union of Translators of 
Russia

mailto:vadim.frolenko@gmail.com
http://www.proz.com/profile/2124763
https://ru.linkedin.com/in/vadim-frolenko-706a91b7


Happy clients' testimonials

Translation/editing:

0.05 USD/Word

vadim.frolenko@gmail.com +7 903 198 62 18 Vadim Frolenkovadimfrolenko

Valeriya Kristel, ABBYY LS

Vadim is a highly reliable and responsible freelancer. It was a pleasure to work with 
him on di�cult and demanding projects. He does his best not to ful�ll the job 
"mechanically" but to implement style and understanding to his translations 
and editings. We are highly interested in continuing our cooperation.

Anastasia Orleanskaya, Your Charity Fund

Vadim loves tough missions, he always wants to become an expert in every �eld 
of knowledge that comes with translation. Truly reliable and professional.

Anastasia Kozhukhova, AK Translating

Vadim is reliable and accurate. The one you can depend on when it comes 
to translation services.

Rates:

Ая

En

      Proofreading:

0.01 USD/Word
Hourly rate:

25-30 USD/Hour

Contacts Social pages

Try my skills

Contact me 
to get a FREE sample translation 

of up to 250 words!

FREE
SAMPLE
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